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What’s it all about  

Have you ever thought how easy it actually is to make false information look like legit 

news? With HS News Manipulator everyone can create fake news by manipulating a 

real news piece with false facts and share it in their network.

In the Manipulator the reader can choose interest attributes and a motive. The 

manipulated piece can be shared as a separate article with a disclaimer about the 

campaign and its motives – raising awareness on how easy it is to publish 

manipulated content as legit news and the fact that it’s happening all the time.



How it’s going down

The main asset of the campaign is the generator that will pop up in real news articles 

that have been chosen in advance. Different aspects can be chosen to be 

implemented into a copy of the original article. 

The fake articles can be shared in Facebook and Twitter as public posts or private 

messages. The articles themselves won’t be promoted on social or hs.fi, all the 

visibility will come from pop ups and the shares. 

The fake article will be available through a link during the campaign. The URL will look 

like a normal HS article, but once a visitor clicks to the page a disclaimer will clearly 

state that this was part of a campaign. The disclaimer will also have a button to guide 

reader to read more about fake news in general and how to recognize legit news 

sources, like Helsingin Sanomat. 
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What’s the whole point

The campaign talks about fake news in a fun yet down-to-earth tone, showing that 

basically anyone can manipulate news into something that better supports their 

outlook. Naturally Helsingin Sanomat would never actually share fake news, which is 

why it’s important to state that the article is part of a campaign right away. Explaining 

the reason behind doing something like this is also crucial, so people understand the 

real issue and get a better judgement when reading/watching news online. 

The how and the why of fake news 

Fake information is being shared more and more in different formats. People are so 

eager to believe the things that support their opinions that they easily forget to think 

critically and question motives behind content. In our campaign we want to put 

people into fake news’ creator’s shoes to give them perspective on how and why it’s 

done. Sharing the creation with others will spread the word and make more people 

understand the reasons behind “real” fake news.  


